Ultrastructural, immunologic and clinical follow-up of five patients with HCL treated with interferon (IFN) for more than three years.
Treatment results in HCl have been improved by the use of alpha-IFN, which is now the standard first-line therapy for this disease, but the mechanism of IFN action is still unclear. It is known, however, that IFN is able to induce hematologic, immunological and phenotype membrane changes which parallel the patients' (pts) clinical response. The aim of our study was to correlate the clinical response to IFN treatment with ultrastructural and phenotype membrane changes in hairy cells (HCs), in order to elucidate the mechanism of IFN action at the cell level. We assessed the phenotype membrane and ultrastructural changes induced in HCs by long-term alpha-IFN treatment in five pts with HCL; membrane-bound Il 2-R on PHA-stimulated PBL, the release of IL 2-R by PHA-stimulated PBL and the serum levels of s-IL 2-R were also determined in one pt. The surface immunological phenotype, mainly the HCL-related surface antigen CD25, changed after IFN treatment, dropping from abnormally high to normal values. Furthermore, IFN treatment induced ultrastructural changes in HCs, consisting mainly of a sharp reduction in, up to the almost complete disappearance of, the hairy projections: very few, if any, short, thick villi persisted. The ultrastructural changes in HCs paralleled clinical and hematologic response to IFN treatment in such a way that IFN alone may be considered the cause of these changes. As far as detection of the membrane-bound IL 2-R p55 chain on PHA-stimulated PBL is concerned, the expression of p55 is very high on the membrane of HCs; a high level of serum s-IL 2-R was also found in the HCL pt studied before IFN treatment, whereas the release of IL 2-R by PHA-stimulated PBL was higher than normal, but not significantly. Two of our pts, who did not respond or responded very poorly clinically to IFN treatment, should probably be considered cases of HCL "variants". The phenotype membrane and the ultrastructural changes in HCs very closely paralleled the patients' clinical responses to IFN, suggesting that both the immunologic and the morphologic changes induced in HCs by in vivo IFN treatment are a direct counterpart of its biologic effect.